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White Card Sydney your first step to a new career in 
Construction 

Construction work in Sydney is still out 
preforming many other employment 
sectors-and having White Card Sydney 
accreditation is your first step to being 
employed in what could be a long and 
profitable career. If you’re not really sure 
what a White Card is, maybe check out 
our blog What Is White Card Training? It 
doesn’t matter if it’s a multi-million dollar 
road building project, or a three person 
housing extension, you need to have 
White Card Sydney accreditation before 

you can enter any construction site.  
The construction and building sector is one of the largest areas of employment in Australia. There 
are over one million Australians who are already carrying their white cards, and working in the 
construction industry. And Sydney is one of the largest areas for employing construction workers, 
all of whom have completed their White Card Sydney induction. 
All statistics and projections seem to suggest the Construction Industry is predicted to 
keep steadily growing for some time yet. 

 read our blog Key Construction Jobs in High Demand.  

 the Australian Government Employment Projections predict that nearly all areas of 

the Construction Industry should keep growing strongly at least up until 2020.  

 a representative from the key Construction and Building Industry representatives, 

the Master Builders Association was recently quoted as saying ‘demand for managers 

and workers in construction will "significantly exceed domestic supply over the medium-to-long-

term".  

Within an industry sector as large as Construction and Building in Sydney, there are an 
amazing range of career pathways that all require White Card Sydney accreditation.  From 
physically demanding jobs like labouring, concreting, brick laying, and pipe laying, to 
stimulating work like site supervisors, shift coordinators, and site safety coordinators, you 
will be astonished at how many opportunities can present themselves to people who have 
the right attitude, necessary personal skills and training. 
Although every area of employment has specific requirements, having White Card Sydney 
accreditation, is the first prerequisite for every single construction job.  Maybe a career in 
construction is worth considering, 

 if you’ve just left school and the idea of being shut inside doing even more studying really 

isn’t for you 

 if your stomach churns when you think about returning to office based work 

 if you’re a backpacker and serving coffees leaves you cold 

 if you’re a mature aged worker who’s seeking to restart your employment (and your bank 

balance) 

http://www.edway.edu.au/
https://www.edway.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Edway-Training-What-is-White-Card-Training-Sydney.pdf
https://www.edway.edu.au/key-construction-jobs-in-high-demand/
http://lmip.gov.au/default.aspx?LMIP/EmploymentProjections
http://www.smh.com.au/business/workplace-relations/where-future-jobs-will-be--and-where-they-wont-20160329-gnt70a.html
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 if you simply want the chance to join all the other Sydneysiders earning the big bucks in the 

still booming construction industry 

Once you’ve completed your White Card Sydney training, you can begin your search for the type 
of career in the construction and building industries that best matches your personal skills.   
To enroll, or find any other information concerning our One Day White Card Sydney course 
- contact our Nationally Recognised Training organisation - Edway Training.  

Call us nationally on our 1300 663 350 hotline, Email info@edway.edu.au, follow us on 
Facebook, or simply fill out the form on our Contact Page  

This blog is general in nature and is ONLY meant to give readers an overview of the subject matter. Do NOT rely on this 
information for your specific needs. If you are planning to undertake any training courses we highly recommend that you 
arrange for an accredited career development professional to advise on the SPECIFIC requirements you need to gain 
employment in your chosen group of occupations. 
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